
FlashCut Flex
Flexibility with high perFormanCe



the Flex series represents the evolution oF the previous FlashCut 
arChiteCture oF great suCCess and wide distribution. its new, solid 
and basiC struCture, its high quality Components and state-oF-
the-art eleCtroniCs grant maximum reliability Combined with high 
Cutting Capability and aCCuraCy. the statiC or the Conveyorized 
(belt Feed) arChiteCture, the wide range oF ConFigurations and 
available aCCessories make these new tables a Flexible tool,  
perFeCt to satisFy any Cutting need For a large variety oF materials.

FlashCut Flex 3015 b/2 FlashCut Flex 3015 s

the hd models are expressly designed  to cut foam and corrugated or 
honeycomb cardboard; they are able to cut materials up to 130mm in 
thickness, and combine  cutting, creasing and 45° angle cutting.  
the knife lubricating device is available for any table of this range,  
it eases the cutting, it does not pollute the cut material and it grants  
the best result even with difficult materials.

the emhd models are designed to combine cutting and milling operations 
on materials up to 100mm in thickness. the powerful knife chuck  
and  3kw electric router (variable speed from 12.000-40.000 rpm)  
and rapid tool change allow to process a wide range of materials,  
like rubber, plastics and composites. the liquid cooling system and 
pertinent chiller allows an intensive use of the router even at high speeds.

a wide range of models and available configurations



perFormanCe  
and reliability

perfect quality and 
considerable cutting  
speed are the result  
of a solid, accurate 
mechanic engineering 
and of a state-of-the-art 
electronics.

optimized  
nesting

Customized systems 
for automatic nesting 
and friendly interface 
dramatically reduce the 
overall time for placing  
the shapes to be processed 
and optimize the  
material yields.

double Cutting 
gantry

to increase productivity 
some Flex models  
can be supplied with  
a second cutting gantry.

partitioned  
vaCuum system

powerful, partitioned, 
adjustable vacuum system, 
to be adapted to any type 
of material or job and 
concentrated where needed. 
it allows the best fixing 
during cutting and the 
highest energy saving  
at the same time.

statiC or Conveyorized 
Cutting surFaCe

the Flex series offers models with 
static or conveyorized belt feed cutting 
surface. in case of belt feed, the 
material feeding is made through the 
belt moving and the pincers fixed on the 
gantry: this grants maximum feeding 
accuracy both with hard materials and 
textile, in single or multiple layers.

hight brightness 
proJeCtors

high brightness overhead projectors 
assure a clear visualization of any material 
or color in any environment. using led 
lamps they grant high brightness, stability 
in power projection, low maintenance 
and long life. best performance when 
necessary to take advantage of materials 
with irregular contour.

aCquisition and  
Feeding systems

the Flex models can be combined with  
a wide range of options: in-line  
and off-line acquisition systems, 
feeding systems, spreaders and 
integrated or stand alone loading  
and off-loading tables.    



Flex models
solid
reliable
aCCurate and
user-Friendly
a wide range of configurations 
representing the optimal  
solution for several industries.
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S MO D EL S

MODELS WORKINg AREA 
(mm)

MAx. ABSORPTION 
(kW)

SIZES  
(mm)

WEIgHT  
(Kg)*

1 pump/2 pumps without projection with projection

FlashCut Flex 1515 1550x1550 13.46 / - 2500x4120x1220 2500x5000x3110 1250

FlashCut Flex 3015 3050x1550 13.46 /23.86 4000x4120x1220 4000x5000x3110 1750

FlashCut Flex 3020 3050x2050 13.46 /23.86 4000x4620x1220 4000x5630x2980 2050

FlashCut Flex 3026 3050x2600 13.46 /23.86 4540x5144x1220 4540x6174x4181 2450

FlashCut Flex 4015 4050x1550 13.46 /23.86 5250x4120x1220 5250x5000x3110 2100

FlashCut Flex 4020 4050x2050 13.46 /23.86 5250x4620x1220 5250x5500x3680 2350

FlashCut Flex 6115 6100x1550 - /23.86 7300x5000x1220 7300x3000x3110 3000

B MO D EL S

MODELS WORKINg 
AREA   
(mm)

MAx  
ABS.  
(kW)

B MODELS B2 MODELS B3 MODELS

SIZES  
(mm)

W.  
(Kg)*

SIZES  
(mm)

W.  
(Kg)*

SIZES 
(mm)

W.  
(Kg)*

1  p./2p. without projection with projection without projection with projection without projection with projection

FlashCut  
Flex 1515 1550x1550 13.46 / - 3150x4160x1220 3150x5040x3024 1300 4200x4120x1220 4200x5000x3024 1520 4970x4120x1220 4970x5000x3024 1650

FlashCut 
Flex 3015 3050x1550 13.46 /23.86 4880x4160x1220 4880x5040x3110 1850 7200x4120x1220 7200x5000x3110 2250 9470x4120x1220 9470x5000x3110 2450

FlashCut  
Flex 3020 3050x2050 13.46 /23.86 4880x4660x1220 4880x5670x2980 2100 7200x4620x1220 7200x5630x2980 2450 9470x4620x1220 9470x5630x2980 2750

FlashCut  
Flex3026 3050x2600 - /23.86 6260x5144x1220 6260x6175x4181 3000 7350x5144x1220 7350x6175x4181 3200 9465x5144x1220 9465x6175x4181 3400


